
17/11/2019 

MR peter caristo 
42 alfred RD 
brookvake NSW 2100 
info@getdry.com.au 

RE: DA2019/1190 - 9999 Pittwater Road BROOKVALE NSW 2100

Hi

I am at above address - been there since 1975.
Im not against the project.
My objection is in regards to parking.
I already have cars that park illegally on the Eastern side of my driveway which is primarily 
School students from the College across the road.
This impacts us greatly as it makes it difficult to get out of our driveway being that we cant see 
cars coming around the corner - also the boats that are always parked across the road dont 
leave much room as we have to maneuver several turns to get out. Also many close calls are 
observed by cars wanting to turn left into Alfred Rd from our Federal Parade as the parked car 
takes up a lot of road forcing cars to veer onto other side of the road which is dangerous when 
cars are coming into Federal Parade from Alfred Rd. 
Now that this center of excellence is being built we are going to have the issue on weekends 
as well.
Rangers do come and issue tickets from time to time but it does not stop anyone else from 
Parking. There is always someone parked there. I have spoken to Rangers several times and 
they assure me the vehicles are parked illegally. I just cant keep calling Rangers and hope they 
will turn up..
I have called Council and they wont put a No Parking - No Stopping sign due to aesthetics of 
area which is silly in my opinion as there are No Parking signs everywhere except on my 
corner..
It would of great importance if you could look at erecting a sign for our safety and peace of 
mind.
Thankyou 
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Subject: Online Submission


